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Key Points:9
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els have been considered for the UHF/SHF and millimetre wavebands.11

• In the linear and Manhattan grid topologies, for short cell sizes, the supported through-12

put, which is mapped to the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, is higher at the13

millimetre wavebands compared to the UHF/SHF bands.14
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Abstract18

This work shows how both frequency and the election of path loss model affect estimated19

spectral efficiency. Six different frequency bands are considered, ranging from 2.6 GHz20

in the Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band to 73 GHz in the millimetre wave bands (mmWaves),21

using both single-slope and two-slope path-loss models. We start by comparing four ur-22

ban path loss models for UHF: the urban/vehicular and pedestrian test environment from23

the ITU-R M. 1255 Report, which includes the two-slope urban micro line-of-sight (LoS)24

and NLoS, from the ITU-R 2135 Report. Then, we consider mmWaves taking into con-25

sideration the modified Friis propagation model, followed by an analysis of the through-26

put for the 2.6, 3.5, 28, 38, 60 and 73 GHz frequency bands. We have found that the signal-27

to-interference-plus-noise ratio, as estimated with the more realistic two-slope model, is28

lower for devices that are within the break-point of the transmitter, which is a small dis-29

tance in the UHF/SHF band. As a result, spectral efficiency is higher with mmWaves30

than with UHF/SHF spectrum when cell radius is under 40 meters but not when cells31

are larger. Consequently, mmWaves spectrum will be more valuable as cells get small.32

We also find that capacity as estimated with the two-slope model is considerably smaller33

than one would obtain with the one-slope model when cells are small but there is little34

difference in the models when cells are larger. Thus, as cells get smaller, the use of one-35

slope models may underestimate the number of cells that must be deployed.36

1 Introduction37

5G New Radio (NR) is a commercial technology with a service-based modular ar-38

chitecture 3GPP2015 [2015]. Its description in Rel. 15 of the Third Generation Part-39

nership Project (3GPP) encompasses the underlying network functions (NFs) and of-40

fers services via a common framework that facilitates communications with data rates41

up to 2 Gbps 3GPP2015 [2015]. 5G is backward-compatible with LTE/LTE-A in the42

non-standalone stage. Their cellular infrastructure can offer different or equal coverage.43

Within 5G NR positioning scenarios, amongst supplementary topologies, it is conceiv-44

able to have an LTE/LTE-A eNB (evolved NodeB) as a master node, offering an anchor45

carrier that can be enhanced by a NR Next-generation NodeB (gNB), with data flow sup-46

ported by the evolved packet core (EPC) LiandJiang [2017]. The physical layer process47

of NR is grounded on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) through cyclic48

prefix (CP) both in the downlink and uplink directions. Uplink communication corre-49

spondingly utilizes Discrete Fourier Transform-spread-OFDM (DFT-s-OFDM). Both chan-50

nels are intended to be bandwidth-agnostics 3GPP5GNR [2017], with their capacity de-51

termined by the number of allocated physical resource blocks (PRBs), which in turn de-52

pends on the operating bandwidth and the sub-carrier spacing (SCS) PRBs. As defined53

by 3GPP Rel. 15, the sub-frames of NR are composed of slots that comprise 14 OFDM54

symbols, with lengths of 1 ms and 15 kHz sub-carrier spacing (SCS).55

Recent work discloses that worldwide mobile data consumption will perceive the56

growth in coming years JuandRappaport [2018]. Due to the high awareness among the57

society in perceiving and predicting radio-propagation characteristics in several urban58

and suburban areas, it is very helpful to reach the capability of determining optimum59

5G New Radio base-station locations, obtaining suitable data rates and estimating their60

coverage, without leading sequences of propagation measurement, which are costly and61

time overwhelming Mollel [2014].62

In this work we compare the ITU-R 2135 model, ITU-R [2009] applied to the Ur-63

ban micro (UMi) scenario, Line-of-Sight (LoS) or Non-Line-of-Sight(NLoS), and the Ur-64

ban/Vehicular and Pedestrian models, defined in the ITU-R M.1255 Report applied to65

small cells (SCs), ITU-R [1997]. This is known as the UMi-A model. It captures the two-66

ray two-slope behaviour below 6 GHz ITU-R2015 [2015]. In the millimetre wavebands67

(mmWaves), we only consider the modified Friis propagation model, with shadow fad-68
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ing. This model is also known as the UMiB model ITU-R2017 [2017] or close-in free69

space Rapp15mmwbook [2015] and ITU-R2015 [2015], and represents one of the parts70

of a two-slope model for the millimetre wavebands applied to small cells, where the cov-71

erage and reuse distances are clearly shorter than the breakpoint distance. To under-72

stand the differences between lower and upper-frequency bands, we compare the system73

capacity, measured by the supported throughput, for small cells with coverage distance74

of a few hundred meters.75

This work is an extended version of the URSI GASS 2017 paper Sousa [2017] pa-76

per shows the impact of path loss model on the capacity of small cells in the system ca-77

pacity of small cell (SC) networks in the Ultra High Frequency (UHF)/ Super High Fre-78

quency (SHF) bands but also at the comparison between the UHF/SHF bands and the79

millimetre wavebands.80

The system capacity is determined while considering the UHF/SHF and millime-81

tre wavebands, where the frequency bands are the 2.6 and 3.5 GHz, as well as 28, 38,82

60 and 73 GHz based on the analysis of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)83

within ubiquitous pico-cells (which interfere with each other). The computation of the84

SINR is performed within the framework of 5G New Radio (NR) mobile networks, con-85

sidering a symmetrical hexagonal cell plan for UHF/SHF bands and linear topology in86

the mmWaves.87

Rel. 15 has also established two groups of frequencies, labelled as frequency range88

1 (FR1) and frequency range 2 (FR2) in 3GPPTS36212 [2013]. FR1 comprises the sub-89

6 GHz frequency range (450-6000 MHz) while FR2 is the mmWaves (24250-52600 MHz).90

In this work, we consider carrier frequencies within FR1 and FR2. Aiming at mapping91

the minimum SINR, (SINRmin), into the supported throughput, Rb, the values for SINRmin92

from 3GPP 3GPPTS36212 [2013], 3GPPTS38214 [2018], 3GPPTS38104 [2020], 5GN-93

RAhmadi [2019] and 5GNRDahlman [2018].94

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of95

the considered propagation models and their application to the analysis of the frequency96

reuse trade-off. Section 3 estimates the SINR for different topologies and the frequency97

reuse is compared between different frequency bands. In section 4, the supported through-98

put is analysed, by comparing the results between the single-slope and two-slope mod-99

els in the UHF/SHF bands, and by understanding the behaviour among different fre-100

quencies in the mmWaves, e.g., the impact of the oxygen absorption at 60 GHz. Finally,101

conclusions are drawn in Section 5, where suggestions for future research are also dis-102

cussed.103

2 Overview of the propagation models104

Numerous propagation path loss models have been developed and proposed for cel-105

lular systems operating in different environments (outdoor, urban, suburban, rural, and106

indoor). However, the scientific community as in Hanedaetal [2016] argue that for the107

development of new 5G systems operating in bands above 6 GHz, the propagation mod-108

els for these new systems, requires to be appropriate for higher frequencies, due to the109

fact that the preceding generation of channels models were planned for frequencies up110

to 6 GHz.111

The path loss model represents the reduction of the signal when it is propagating112

from the transmitter to the receiver, i.e., between the base station (or gNB) and mobile113

user. The propagation models can be deterministic, stochastic or empirical AbhandWass114

[2005]. The deterministic model considers a specific transmitter location, a receiver lo-115

cation, and the properties of the environment. This type of model uses electromagnetic116

wave propagation and requires the 3-D map of the propagation environment. In many117

cases, it is not possible to consider such a specific environment, and the appropriate ap-118
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proach is to consider channels that model the “ typical”, “worst-case” or “best-case” IEEE119

[2009]. One example of the deterministic model is a ray tracing model. The stochastic120

models represent the environment as a sequence of arbitrary variables, consequently de-121

manding less information about the environment and the use of less processing power.122

An empirical model is based on measurements. The respective classification of empir-123

ical models can be further divided into time dispersive and non-time dispersive. Time124

dispersive provides information about time dispersive characteristics of the channel, i.e.,125

the multipath delay spread of the channel. Non-time dispersive consider various param-126

eters, such as distance, antenna heights, frequency and transmitter power to predict av-127

erage path loss, from ITU-R introduces the urban micro, UMiA and UMiB , models, and128

considers two-slope models to be applied in different small cell environments ITU-R2017129

[2017].130

International Telecommunication Union - Radio communication Sector (ITU-R)131

was also responsible for defining a global standard for the fourth generation of mobile132

communication systems known as international mobile telecommunications (IMT) – Ad-133

vanced LTE [2014] and a global standard for 5G, known as IMT 2020, IMT2020 [2013].134

This Section gives insights on the propagation models applied to small cell envi-135

ronments for the UHF/SHF bands and millimetre wavebands. On the one hand, The ITU-136

R M.1225 Report has provided guidelines for assessing several test environments in the137

UHF/SHF bands. The scenarios under study are the outdoor-to-indoor/pedestrian test138

environments and vehicular test environment. Outdoor-to-indoor and pedestrian test en-139

vironments are characterized by small cells and low transmitter power. Base stations with140

low antenna heights are located outdoor. Pedestrian users are situated on streets, inside141

buildings and residences. As such, the vehicular test environment is characterized over142

larger cells and higher transmitter power. The path loss model defined in the ITU-R M.2135-143

1 Report suggests models that represent the channel behaviour via deterministic cate-144

gory. The deterministic category comprehends all models that describe the propagation145

channel for specific transmitter and receiver positions. The two-slope behaviour can cer-146

tainly be captured by a deterministic procedure, as ray tracing. However, the complex-147

ity of its application does not facilitate its use into cellular optimization or planning tools148

where it is easier to apply a less complex empirical model. For the valuation of the IMT-149

Advanced candidates, the ITU-R WP D describes several test environments ITU-R [2009].150

The assessments in this study consider the microcellular scenario. The microcellular test151

environment focuses on small cells, high user densities and traffic loads in city centres152

and dense urban areas. The key features of this test environment are high traffic loads,153

along with the outdoor and outdoor-to-indoor coverage. In this work, the channel model154

for urban micro-cell scenario is called urban micro (UMi) and is being considered for pico-155

cellular systems, where the models can be applied in the 2-6 GHz frequency range ITU-156

R [1997]. As discussed above, system planning requires new channel models that fit the157

intended frequency range to produce accurate performance. Thus, the propagation mod-158

els must be accurate up to frequencies of 6 GHz, allowing truthful performance assess-159

ment of conceivable new specifications, innovative environments and scenarios of inter-160

est for 5G systems. Accordingly, the above-mentioned models ought to be reliable with161

the models for frequencies up to 6 GHz. Some models are deviations from the specifi-162

cations of the prevailing models. Several researchers Hanedaetal [2016] from around the163

world have been proposing and testing these models. Examples are as follows: WINNER164

II MacCartneyandRappaport [2013], IMT- A MacCartneyandRappaport [2013], METIS2020165

METIS [2015], COST2100/COST cost2100 [2012], IC1004 ic1004 [2012], ETSI mmWave166

ETSI [2015], NIST 5G mmWave Channel Model Alliance NIST [2016], MiWEBA Mi-167

WEBA [2014], mmMagic mmMagic [2017], and NYU WIRELESS RappaportandSun [2013],168

Rapp15mmwbook [2015], RappaportandMacCartney [2015], MacCartneyandRappaport [2015].169

WINNER I is intended for use with the 2 - 6 GHz frequency band. It resulted in two frequently-170

used channel models for designing 4G networks, specifically the 3GPP/3GPP2 Spatial171

Channel Model (3GPPSCM) and the IEEE 802.11n channel model BaumandSalo [2005].172
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The WINNER I channel model encompasses an extensive variety of propagation scenar-173

ios: indoor, urban microcell, urban macrocell, suburban macrocell, rural macrocell, and174

stationary feeder links MacCartneyandRappaport [2013]. The WINNER II model is an175

enhancement of the WINNER I model and considers a number of scenarios, including176

indoor-to-outdoor, outdoor-to-indoor, and bad urban microcell MacCartneyandRappa-177

port [2013]. Due to the accuracy of the WINNER II model in forecasting large scale path178

loss statistics, it has been extensively applied for 3G and 4G channel model design IST-179

WINNER [2007]and at microwave frequencies. However, the model lacks the temporal180

resolution to model or simulate future multi-Gigabit/s wireless links with ultra-low la-181

tency MacCartneyandRappaport [2013]. WINNER II is a geometry-based stochastic chan-182

nel model (GSCM) that is parametrized for many scenarios at the microwave frequen-183

cies, targeting the reproduction of the physical parameters of plane waves from statis-184

tical distributions of the channel parameters. The physical parameters comprise angles185

of departure and arrival and delay of each plane wave seen from the transmitter and re-186

ceiver antennas KarttunenandJarvelainen [2015].187

METIS2020 is dedicated to 5G technologies and has broadly contributed to chan-188

nel modelling studies over a wide range of frequency bands (up to 86 GHz), very large189

bandwidths, three-dimensional polarization modelling, spherical wave modelling, and high190

spatial resolution, involving of a map-based model, stochastic model, and a hybrid model191

which can meet flexibility and scalability requirementsHanedaetal [2016]. The Interna-192

tional Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT- A), evolved from the IMT-2000 sys-193

tem. In the IMT-A urban microcellular channel model, users are randomly and uniformly194

distributed ETSI [2015]. The COST2100 is a geometry-based stochastic channel model195

(GSCM) that can reproduce the stochastic properties of multiple-input/multiple out-196

put (MIMO) channels over time, frequency, and space Hanedaetal [2016]. The NIST 5G197

mmWave Channel Model Alliance is proposing procedures for measurement calibration198

and methodology, modelling methodology, as well as parametrization in various environ-199

ments and a database for channel measurement campaigns Hanedaetal [2016]. NYU WIRE-200

LESS has led wide propagation measurements at 28, 38, 60, and 73 GHz for both out-201

door and indoor channels, and has shaped large-scale and small-scale channel models,202

including the concepts of time cluster spatial lobes (TCSL) to model multiple multipath203

time clusters that are seen to arrive in particular directions campaigns Rappaportand-204

Sun [2013], Rapp15mmwbook [2015], RappaportandSamimi [2015].205

On the other hand, in the millimetre wavebands, in Line-of-Sight (LoS), we have206

considered the modified Friis propagation model with shadow fading. It is an ideal model207

that does not consider any obstacles. Diverse authors express that LoS path loss for fre-208

quency bands higher than 6 GHz can be represented by Friis’ free space path loss model,209

which is also well employed as well in lower bands Rapp96book [1996], VelezandBrazio210

[1996] . The shadow fading in the assessments seem to be comparable between differ-211

ent frequencies bands up to 6 GHz, whereas ray tracing yields higher shadow fading (>212

10 dB) than measurements, due to the larger dynamic range permitted and higher loss213

in ray tracing research Hanedaetal [2016]. The propagation exponent is γ = 2.1 at 28214

GHz, and γ = 2.3 at 38 GHz, 60 GHz and 73 GHz from Rapp15mmwbook [2015]. In the215

application of mmWave bands for longer range, NLoS cellular scenarios are a new bound-216

ary. The viability of such systems has been the subject of substantial discussion, as pre-217

sented by RanganandRapp [2014]. A comparison between UHF/SHF and mmWaves is218

thus in order. As propagation happens essentially in LoS, the shape of the cells and co-219

channel interference are determined, to a vast extent, by the location of the nearby ob-220

jects, in particular buildings (in urban outdoors scenarios). Subsequently, for cellular de-221

sign purposes, easy analytical treatment is only possible for environments with a regu-222

lar structure, like the linear and the ’Manhattan grid’ (planar regular) geometries FJV223

[2000].224
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2.1 Characterization of the Propagation Models in the UHF/SHF bands225

The propagation physiognomies for the outdoor-to-indoor/ pedestrian (Ped ) test
environment are characterized by the following path loss model, valid in the UHF/SHF
bands, more specifically in the range between 2 and 6 GHz, as proposed in ITU-R [2009],
ITU-R2017 [2017]

PLPed = 40 · log10(d[km]) + 30 · log10(f[MHz]) + 49 (1)

where d is the separation between the mobile and base stations, in km, and f is the car-226

rier frequency, in MHz.227

The path loss for the vehicular/urban (Urb ) test environment is characterised by
the following model:

PLUrb = 40 ·(1−4 ·10−3hBS[m]) · log10(d[km])–18 · log10(hBS[m])+21 · log10(f[MHz])+80 (2)

where hBS is the base station antenna height, in m, measured from the average rooftop228

level.229

For instance, for f = 2.6 GHz and hBS = 10 m, the path loss, in dB, is given by:

PLPed = 40.0 · log10(d[km]) + 151.45 (3)

PLUrb = 38.4 · log10(d[km]) + 133.71 (4)

The UMi outdoor scenario is characterized by the following two-slope path loss model:

PLUMiLoS = 22 · log10(d[m]) + 28.0 + 20 · log10(fc[GHz]), 10 m < d < dBP (5)

PLUMiLoS = 40 · log10(d[m]) + 7.8–18 · log10(h′BS)–18 · log10(h′UT ) + 2 · log10(fc[GHz]),

dBP < d < 5000 m (6)

PLUMiNLoS = 36.7 · log10(d) + 22.7 + 26 · log10(fc[GHz]) (7)

where hBS = 10 m and the considered street width is 20 m, while the average building
height is 20 m. Variables h′BS[m] = hBS– 1 and h′UT [m] = hUT –1 also stand. The break-
point distance, dBS , is calculated by:

dBP = 4 · h′BS · h′UT · fc/c (8)

where fc is the centre frequency, in hertz, c=3.0 x 108 m/s is the propagation velocity230

in free space. The ITU-R proposes to consider the two-slope propagation model that ac-231

counts for two-path fading, which happens for longer distance, to optimize small cells232

in urban micro Line-of-Sight (UMiLoS) environments. S. Min and H. L. Bertoni iden-233

tified that, as a result of the two-slope behaviour, smaller out-of-cell interference is ob-234

tained with the two-slope model, leading to, according to MinandBertoni [1998], system235

designs with different optima than are obtained using the single-slope model. Therefore,236

one obtains dBPUMiLoS = 156 m. By considering these assumptions, the path loss, in237

dB, is given by:238

PLUMiLoS(d) = 22 · log10(d[m]) + 36.30, d < 156 m (9)

PLUMiLoS(d) = 40 · log10(d[m])− 3.13, d > 156 m (10)

PLUMiNLoS(d) = 36.7 · log10(d[m]) + 33.48 (11)

For a noise temperature T = 293 K, the noise power at the receiver is calculated by:

N[dBm] = −174 + 10 · log10(BW[Hz]) +Nf [dB] (12)

where BW is the bandwidth and Nf is the noise figure at the receiver. In the UHF/SHF239

bands the assumed gains are Gt = 17 dBi and Gr = 0 dBi, the transmitter power are240

Pt = -7 dBW for 2.6 GHz and Pt = -4.75 dBW for 3.5 GHz . The following parameters241

are also considered: BW = 20 MHz and Nf = 5 dB ITU-R [2009], Sousa [2017], Silva242

[2018].243
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2.2 Propagation Models in the Millimetre Wavebands244

In the millimetre wavebands, in Line-of-Sight (LoS), the path loss is defined by the
following equation:

PLLoS [dB ] (d) = 20 · log10
(

4π

λ

)
+ n̄ · 10 · log10

(
d[m]

)
+Xσ, d > 1m (13)

where Xσ models the shadow fading and is the typical log-normal random variable with245

0 dB mean and standard deviation σ, in decibels. The power and gains are Pt = -17 dBW,246

Gt = 15 dBi and Gr = 0 dBi, respectively. In order to compare the UHF/ SHF and mil-247

limetre wavebands, the assumed bandwidth is BW = 20 MHz while the noise figure is248

Nf = 7 dB Rapp15mmwbook [2015], FernandesandBarbosa [1995], VelezandBrazio [1996]249

(where Pt = -17 dBW; N.B.: 20 mW is the maximum effective isotropic radiated power,250

EIRP, power in Europe and 500 mW in USA Rapp15mmwbook [2015]). In the millime-251

tre wavebands, the breakpoint distance takes place at long distances. As such distances252

does not correspond to SCs, in this paper we do not explore them.253

3 Pico Cellular System254

In this section, we define the topology of the pico cellular system, and how to com-255

pute the cell coverage range for planning and frequency assignment purposes. We de-256

termine the carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I) and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ra-257

tio (SINR) in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system with static258

allocation scheme, or fixed channel allocation. We consider a symmetrical hexagonal cell259

plan for UHF/SHF bands, and linear topology in the mmWaves, as shown in Figure 1260

(a) and (b) , respectively. The use of dynamic Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs)261

implies that each MCS requires a minimum SINR. Coverage planning and optimization262

are necessary to guarantee the quality of the received signal for both the downlink (DL)263

and uplink (UL). One of the objectives is to design a wireless network where, for given264

available bandwidth and different cell sizes, the system capacity trade-off is optimized.265

3.1 Frequency Reuse in the UHF/SHF Bands266

We address the downlink, where, the (UE) is at the cell edge, and frequency reuse267

three is considered, for the worst-case situation.268
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(a) Hexagonal cellular topology, for
UHF/SHF bands, where the first and
second tiers of co-channel interference
are represented

(b) Linear cellular topology, for
mmWaves.

Figure 1: Scenario in the UHF/SHF and millimetre wavebands.

In a fully symmetrical hexagonal plan, with a given frequency reuse pattern K, we269

consider the reuse distance, D=
√

3KR, where R is the radius of the hexagonal cell. The270

possible values for reuse pattern are K = 1, 3, 4, 7, where K = 1 is the case where all271

channels are used in all cells (for UHF/SHF bands). As for the very short coverage dis-272

tances associated with small cells, the approximate C/I formulation considered in the273

previous works FJVetall [2016] has shown to be unfitting, a comprehensive approach is274

sought in this work.275

For UHF/SHF bands, the carrier to interference ratio formulation used in a pre-
vious work from Sousa [2017] is given by the following equation:

C

I
=

1

2(rcc + 1)
−γ

+ 2rcc−γ + 2(rcc − 1)
−γ ≈

rcc
γ

6
(14)

where rcc is the co-channel reuse factor, given by rcc = D/R.276

In this work, we have obtained a more detailed equation that represents C/I with277

exact values of the interference to the UE for all the reuse distances, from the gNBs of278

the first, second and third tiers of co-channel cells (interferers). In these equations, we279

consider the exact position of each interferer, in each tier of interference, in opposition280

to the equations with approximate values for the reuse distances.281

With hexagonal cell topologies for the macro- and pico- cellular layers, in the DL,
for K = 3, the carrier-to-interference-ratio is given by the following equations for the
1st, 2nd and 3rd rings of interference, respectively:

C

I 1st
=

R−γ

2(D + 0.66394R)
−γ

+ 2(D − 0.31395R)
−γ

+ (D +R)
−γ

+ (D −R)
−γ (15)

C

I 2nd
=

R−γ

2
(√

3D + 0.88915R
)−γ

+ 2
(√

3D + 0.8591R
)−γ

+ 2
(√

3D − 0.84799R
)−γ (16)

C

I 3rd
=

R−γ

2(2D + 0.55802R)
−γ

+ 2(2D + 0.47727R)
−γ

+ (2D +R)
−γ

+ (2D −R)
−γ (17)
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Considering the first three tiers of interferers is a valid approximation, since the282

interference obtained from the second and third tiers, the interference is very low com-283

pared to the previous tiers, respectively.284

3.2 Frequency Reuse in the Millimetre Wavebands285

In the mmWaves, the main streets from the Manhattan grid topology LoS are con-286

sidered. In the downlink, the worst-case SINR is comparable to the worst-case SINR from287

the linear cellular topology, from 1 (b). SINR is higher for Manhattan topology compared288

to the linear topology. However, this is only noticeable if the UE is positioned at distances289

shorter than half of the street length, as shown in Figure 2 from Teixeira [2018] and Teix-290

eiraandVelez [2019]. Henceforth the linear topology can be considered instead for the291

reason that in the Manhattan topology when the UE is located at distances longer than292

half of the street length from the gNBs, there are only two cells of interference. As such,293

the linear topology can be considered in SINR computations, as it adequately represents294

the Manhattan grid topology with reasonable details.295

The carrier-to-interference-ratio formulation in the linear topology, is given by the296

following equation, where the first and second rings of interference have been considered:297

C

I
=

d−γ

(3D − d)
−γ

+ (3D + d)
−γ

+ (6D − d)
−γ

+ (6D + d)
−γ (18)

The UE is at a distance d from the central gNB (0 ≤d≤ R). It is worthwhile to298

note that, in the mmWaves and linear topology, the second ring of interference can be299

neglected for reuse pattern K = 3. In particular, it can be neglected, at 60 GHz, as the300

oxygen attenuation excess is relevant for the longest distances.301

3.3 Frequency Reuse Trade-off302

For comparison purposes, we consider the linear topology. However, to facilitate303

a link to the previous work, in the UHF/SHF bands results for the hexagonal topology304

are still considered. In order to compare all the frequency bands, we have considered the305

hexagonal and linear topologies in the computations of the SINR. By considering the above306

formulations and 20 MHz bandwidth, Figures 2, 3 present the variation of the SINR with307

the distance, d, from the cell centre to the UE within a cell for cell coverage radii R =308

30 and 300 m, where 0 ≤d≤ R. The behaviour of the SINR is similar for all frequency309

and scenarios, except for the UMi LoS scenario (2.6 and 3.5 GHz). In UMi LoS scenario,310

a slight inflection point is observed at the breakpoint distance. The 2.6 GHz Umi NLoS311

show higher SINR than UMi LoS at short distances by applying UMi NLoS, obtained312

SINR, is higher than with UMi LoS, at short distances. Due to the higher attenuation313

when C/I is lower, the resulting SINR is lower. In practice, this effect is more evident,314

because overall, the probability of having NLoS at long distances is higher. Meanwhile315

the propagation exponent is γ = 2.2 for shortest coverage distances, the SINR is con-316

siderably lower, as shown in Figures 2 (a) and 3 (a). For Rs longer than dBP , since the317

propagation exponent for UMi LoS is now γ = 4, the obtained SINR is higher than the318

one obtained for the single-slope path loss models, as shown in Figure 2 and 3. For UMi319

NLoS, Urban and Pedestrian environments, the respective propagation exponents are320

γ = 3.67, 3.84 and 4. ITU-R [2009], Sousa [2017]. The propagation exponent for mmWaves321

is γ = 2.1 for the 28 GHz band and γ = 2.3 for 38, 60, 73 GHz Rapp15mmwbook [2015].322

For long distances, the obtained SINRs for mmWaves are lower than for the UHF/SHF323

bands. On the one hand, at 30 m, for linear topology, the difference in the values of SINR324

between the 28 GHz and the Umi LoS is less 4 dB. On the other hand, at 300 m, the325

difference in the values of SINR between the 2.6 GHz - Umi LoS and the 60 GHz (the326

lowest SINR) is circa than 30 dB on average.327
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Figure 2: Comparison of SINR between the UMi LoS, UMi NLoS, Urban and Pedestrian,
propagation models at the 28 GHz, 38 GHz, 60 GHz and 73 GHz frequency bands, for the
hexagonal topology, and different cell sizes.
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Figure 3: Comparison of SINR between the UMi LoS, UMi NLoS, Urban and Pedestrian,
propagation models with 28 GHz, 38 GHz, 60 GHz and 73 GHz frequency bands, for the
linear topology.
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4 Supported Cell Throughput328

As a measure of system capacity, it is worthwhile to analyse the behaviour of the329

supported cell throughput, it is obtained as PrasadandVelez [2010]:330

Rb sup =

n∑
i=1

Rbi(d
2
i − d2i−1)

R2
(19)

It is computed by weighting the PHY throughput in each coverage ring (different hexag-331

onal/rectangular crowns) by the size of the ring where that value is supported, where332

R is the cell radius and n as the respective number of coverage rings. The contribution333

of each of the transmission modes is thus considered. The LTE-A system capacity is anal-334

ysed by the implicit function formulation to compute the supported cell throughput, Rb−sup335

from RobaloandFJV [2015]. This analysis considers the different values of the reuse pat-336

tern, e.g., K = 3. To map the minimum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, SINRmin,337

into the supported throughput, Rb, we have used the values for SINRmin from 3GPP338

[2013]. By extrapolating the gathered information, it is possible to map the SINR into339

MCS index, Modulation Order Transport Block Size (ITBS) index and TBS.340

4.1 Comparison between one-slope and two-slope models341

Regarding the UMi LoS propagation model, figure 4 (a) presents the results for the342

supported throughput per cell, Rb−sup, for the hexagonal topology. Figure 4 (b) presents343

the results for Rb−sup for the linear topology, for cells with Rs shorter than 300 m.344

The values of the supported throughput are similar between 2.6 and 3.5 GHz for345

Rs up to circa 50 m. However, for coverage distances longer than 50 m, lower values of346

the supported throughput occur at 3.5 GHz for both topologies. We can observe that,347

after some distance, at 2.6 and 3.5 GHz, the supported throughput becomes different for348

the longest coverage distance, and the system becomes noise limited (not interference349

limited anymore). As coverage is better at the 2.6 GHz frequency band (compared to350

3.5 GHz band), the supported throughput becomes higher and higher for the lowest fre-351

quency band.352

For cells with the shortest Rs, more optimistic results are obtained with the Pedes-353

trian path loss model, followed by the Urban and UMi NLoS propagation models.354

The UMi LoS model presents the most pessimistic results for small cell coverage355

ranges. Nevertheless, for longer cell ranges, the best results for the cell supported through-356

put are obtained for UMi LoS, followed by the Urban, Pedestrian and UMi NLoS mod-357

els.358

4.2 Comparison between UHF/SHF and mmWave bands359

Figure 5 (a) presents the results for the Rb−sup, for the UHF/SHF and mmWaves360

considering the modified Friis propagation model (28, 38, 60, 73 GHz) and the UHF/SHF361

considering the UMi LoS propagation model (2.6 and 3.5 GHz).362

The comparison between UHF/SHF and mmWaves is only made for the linear topol-363

ogy and the two-slope model, i.e., the UMi LoS model. The approach of the linear ge-364

ometry is found in the worst case that bounds the SINR from a Manhattan grid topol-365

ogy in the mmWave bands, as discussed in Teixeira [2018].366

For cells with the shortest Rs, higher supported throughput is obtained for the mod-367

ified Friis propagation model applied to mmWaves at 28 GHz (achieving circa 180 Mbps),368

followed by the curves for the UMi LoS model (2.6 and 3.5 GHz) and then the 38, 60369

and 73 GHz. At R ≈ 40 m the curve for 2.6 and 3.5 GHz begins to overcome the sup-370
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ported throughput of the 28 GHz curve, reaching more than 210 Mbps for the longest371

Rs.372
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Figure 4: Comparison of equivalent supported throughput between UHF/SHF and mil-
limetre wavebands for BW = 20 MHz.
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Figure 5: Comparison of equivalent supported throughput between UHF/SHF and mil-
limetre wavebands for the linear topology, for different bandwidths (for 100 MHz band-
width only the millimetre wavebands are considered).
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Overall, for short distances, in the mmWaves the supported throughput is higher373

at 28 GHz compared to the rest of the frequency bands. This is followed by the 2.6 and374

3.5 GHz, 38 GHz and then the 60 GHz frequency band, which only performs better than375

the 73 GHz band for Rs up to approximately 120 m. Therefore, the supported through-376

put at 73 GHz is higher. This is due to attenuation caused by O2 which causes a reduc-377

tion in the coverage range at 60 GHz Teixeira [2018], when the system is interference378

limited, i.e, for shortest coverage distance. For the longest coverage distances the sys-379

tem is noise limited. Higher throughputs are achieved with mmWave spectrum over short380

distances, but UHF/SHF for UMi LoS achieves higher throughputs over longer distances.381

N.B.: In the mmWaves we have compared the supported throughput per cell, Rb−sup,382

for different frequency bands, as shown in Figure 5 (a), but we have not compared dif-383

ferent propagation models, while in the UHF/SHF we have compared propagation mod-384

els for different scenarios, as shown in Figure 7. Considering different reuse patterns and385

considering the second ring of interference, the behaviour of the system is identical for386

all the studied cases. In our investigation, we have observed a slight reduction of the val-387

ues, circa than 1 Mbps in terms of throughput, and less than 1 dB in terms of SINR in388

the analysis of the interference by the second ring. Considering higher reuse patterns,389

we have observed higher values for throughput and SINR. However, we have been restricted390

by the available operator’s resources. Although typical bandwidths can differ across fre-391

quency bands, we have used a bandwidth of 20 MHz in all bands because we wish to make392

a fair comparison, and larger bandwidth, of the order of 100 MHz bandwidth, is not avail-393

able in a contiguous way, in the lowest frequency bands. A bandwidth of 20 MHz that394

yields a total of 24 PRBs with 60 kHz SCS and for FR2 a bandwidth of 100 MHz that395

yields a total of 66 PRBs with 60 kHz SCS. In Figure 5 (b) we have considered 100 MHz,396

where more than 1200 Mbps can be achieved for the throughput at the 28 GHz frequency397

band, knowing that a similar behaviour of the supported throughput would be observed398

for the 20 MHz bandwidth.399

4.3 Variation of the supported Throughput in the Pedestrian Scenario400

and UHF/SHF bands401

To understand the impact of considering a more realistic propagation model that
accounts for the existence of a breakpoint distance, in the behaviour of the path loss, in
radio and network optimization, we analyse the supported throughput per unit area, Rb−ua,
for hexagonal shaped (in the UHF/SHF bands) and linear cellular geometries, it is worth-
while to define the number of the cells per unit area (i. e., per square kilometre), NC/ua,
as follows:

NC/ua =

1

2.R[km]−
w[km]

2

l[km]
(20)

where w is the width and the l is the length of the street.402

Rb−ua is obtained by multiplying the number of cells per unit area by the supported403

cell throughput.404

The reduction of the supported throughput while considering the UMi LoS prop-
agation, Rb−uaUMiLoS , is compared to the supported throughput for the Pedestrian prop-
agation scenario. The values of the Rb−uaPed, allow for defining the reduction of the through-
put, RedRb−ua, and is obtained by the following ratio:

RedRb−ua[%] =
Rb−uaUMiLoS

−Rb−uaPed

Rb−uaPed
· 100 (21)

For K = 3, in Figure 7 we observe that, for cells with the shortest coverage distances,405

for example, R = 50 m, the supported throughput per unit area, Rb−ua, obtained for the406

two-slope model (UMi LoS) is reduced by 49.33 % compared to the results that arise from407

applying the single-slope model (Pedestrian scenario). For K=4, the two-slope model408
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has a reduction of 31.32 % in Rb−ua compared to the values obtained with single-slope409

model.410

Figure 7 shows the ratio between Rb−ua for the two-slope model (UMi LoS) and411

Rb−ua for the one-slope model (Pedestrian), in percentage, i.e., RedRb−ua.412
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Figure 6: Comparison of the equivalent supported throughput per unit area between
UHF/SHF and millimetre wavebands, for the linear topology.
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loss models, in percentage, for K = 3 and 4, BW = 20 MHz.
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Results for the supported throughput with the two-slope model overcome the value413

obtained for Rb−ua from the one-slope model for coverage distances longer than R ≈ 156414

m and R ≈ 90 m, for K=3 and 4, respectively. In fact, values of RedRb−ua higher than415

zero mean a reduction of the throughput when considering the two-slope model, whereas416

negative values (obtained for Rs longer than these values) mean that the single-slope mod-417

els are more pessimistic in the determination of the supported throughput per unit area).418

The two-slope model, whose break-point distance defines the change of the prop-419

agation characteristics, captures the actual behaviour of the propagation in small cell420

environments, From this analysis, we conclude that by considering the more-realistic ITU-421

R M.2135 UMi LoS propagation model, lower values of the throughput per unit area are422

achievable for shorter Rs while, for longer Rs, the consideration of the two-slope model423

leads to higher values of system capacity.424

5 Conclusions425

In this paper, the 5G cellular coverage and frequency reuse are studied based on426

the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio. Urban/vehicular, pedestrian, urban micro and427

modified Friis propagation models have been considered for the Ultra/Super High Fre-428

quencies and millimetre wavebands.429

On the one hand, this work has evaluated the impact of considering different path430

loss models in the study of the frequency reuse and system capacity trade-off of small431

cell networks. In the UHF/SHF bands, we have obtained a detailed equation that rep-432

resents the carrier-to-interference ratio, C/I, with exact values for all the reuse distances,433

from the gNBs of the first, second and third tiers of co-channel cells (interferers) to the434

UE.435

We have learned from the analysis that by considering the realistic assumptions436

from the ITU-R two-slope, for coverage distances, R, up to the breakpoint distance di-437

vided by the reuse factor, dBP /rcc, the supported throughput Rb−sup, is much lower than438

expected when traditional single-slope models are assumed. For Rs longer than dBP /rcc439

the results for Rb−sup are increasing with R, whereas they are steady or decreasing with440

R while considering the traditional single-slope propagation models. This increase is due441

to the existence of a low propagation exponent (slope) in term of coverage and a high442

slope in terms of interference for dBP /rcc ≤R≤ dBP .443

Recent research has found that a two-slope propagation model is more accurate than444

the traditional single-slope models ITU-R [2009]. We find that these two models yield445

similar results if cell radius is large compared to the breakpoint of the two-slope model446

divided by the reuse factor. However, when the cell radius is short, the achievable through-447

put with a two-slope model is significantly lower. We observed a throughput per area448

that is 30 to 56% lower in the considered scenarios. This difference in throughput ex-449

ists because the single-slope model uses a higher propagation exponent for devices that450

are closer to the transmitter. Thus, as cellular carriers reduce cell size to support grow-451

ing traffic volume, the use of traditional propagation models may produce designs with452

inadequate capacity. Moreover, assuming that the two-slope model is correct, these re-453

sults also show that the gains in capacity per area from reducing cell size get smaller when454

the cell radius falls below this threshold. This means that operators may find it more455

cost-effective at that point to meet their growing capacity needs by decreasing the fre-456

quency reuse factor or increasing spectrum holdings rather than decreasing cell size, as-457

suming that spectrum is obtainable or that frequency reuse is not already at its mini-458

mum.459

On the other hand, this work also performs a comprehensive comparison between460

UHF/SHF bands and millimetre wavebands considering the linear/Manhattan topology461
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and reuse pattern K=3, through the respective analysis of the PHY and equivalent sup-462

ported throughput in 5G New Radio networks.463

From this analysis, we have learned that the highest system capacity and the high-464

est modulation and coding schemes are achievable for the shortest cell sizes at mmWaves465

(mainly at 28 GHz) whereas the supported throughput for long cell sizes is clearly more466

favourable for UHF/SHF bands. In fact, due to the behaviour arising from the two-slope467

propagation model (UMi LoS) applied to the 2.6 and 3.5 GHz frequency bands, the sup-468

ported throughput at the mmWaves is higher than the one for the UHF/SHF bands for469

the shortest Rs.470
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